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Episode 2 

 

Wobbly Goblin 

 
Background 

The Scenario is set in Iraq during the "War on Terror"/fight against insurgents etc.  Players brief 

contains all background not mentioned below.  With any conflicts this brief is accurate. 

 

The F117 has been brought down by an Electro Magnetic Pulse from a UFO.  This has shut down 

ALL electrical systems in the plane.  As the player forces approach in the helicopter it suffers the 

same fate. 

 

Table 

Desert, with dunes and rocks as cover.  Distance between cover is 10-20 inches, close enough so 

Sectoids can get close to use their pistols. 

 

Game Starts 

Allow the players to kit up the soldiers, ask questions, anything else that is reasonable for soldiers 

on a Search and Rescue to do.  They may request extra kit- use common sense as to what will be 

granted.  Remember at this point the SOLDIERS do not know the background, even if the players 

do. 

 

As the helicopter approaches the crash site, the ride gets 'bumpy', and the pilot tells the passengers 

to buckle up.  After a very bumpy, very quick descent the Blackhawk makes a 'landing'.    The pilot 

explains  that ALL the electrics have gone, and he had to make a landing by autorotation 

(disengaging the rotors from the engine to allow them to spin freely, generating enough lift until 

they stop for a 'landing').  NO ELECTRIC OR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WORKS, including 

the radio, GPS, the miniguns on the heli, or even any battery powered watch.  Any compass points 

east, not north.   

 

After a short pause (game time) the soldiers work out the crash site is 2 miles east (Yes the same 

way as the compass is pointing).  The aircrew stay to guard the helicopter/try to get it working. 

 

On Table game 

Figures enter at the Western edge of the table.  The Pilot  of the F117 is unconscious about 48 

inches away, still in parachute.  The F117 is on/just off the Eastern edge. 

 

Hidden in ambush are 6 Sectoids with plasma guns 

 

Sectoid Rep 3 Armour - None 

 

Weapon Range Targets None Kevlar Alloy Notes 

Plasma Pistol 12 2 3 2 1 Incendiary 

 

When all 6 are OOB or OD then there is a great noise, and an alien ship takes off (off table).  

Electrics will now work (however everything the soldiers have has already been fried).  Compasses 

go back to normal. 
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End of Scenario. 

 

"After about an hour and a half, a black heli arrives.  Out get two men in black jumpsuits.  A second 

heli arrives and loads up the alien bodies, before leaving.  The men in black jumpsuits wait until the 

recovery column arrives.  There is a brief discussion, and passing of documentation to the CO.  The 

soldiers are then whisked away in the black helicopter." 

 

 

Designers notes 

The weather and sunrise/sunset times is based on the forecast made 8 June 2008 for Baghdad on the 

13 June 2008, as it appeared on the BBC website. 

 

The troop names are the starting line up for the New York Yankees in their win over Kansas City on 

8 June 2008.  The aircrew are the four plate umpires. 


